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Three Goals for Teachers: Asking Comprehensible Questions

of Language Delayed Students

Questioning is one of the most popular techniques used by teachers

for skill exercising (Barry, 1987). Teachers can signal questions with

WH-words (e.g., who, what, how), noun-verb reversal (e.g., Can you come

to group now?), or with raised intonation (e.g., This one? The pencil?

OK?). A student's response to such queries can maintain a conversation

or satisfy tht teacher that desired knowledge of an event, object, or

process has been acquired. Does failure to response to questioning mean

a student doesn't "know the answer?" Three concepts for consideration,

aimed at increasing successful comprehension of teachers' questions by

language delayed learners are discussed in this paper.

1. In 50 classrooms in which language samples from teachers were

videotaped, teachers used all three types of questioning strategies

define above. WH-questions were used most often, followed by reversal

questions. Queries marked by intonation-only were used least often.

In situeions where sign is used to augment speech, question forms

should be signed in a manner that corresponds closely with speech and

signals students that a question has been asked. Luetke-Stahlman (in

press) found in analyzing language samples of teachers simultaneously

communicating in the classroom to hearing-impaired students that

questions were not always signed so that the quest4on form was coded.

WH-questions were encoded 85% of the time, reversals 80% of the time,

and intonation-only forms 75% of time by teachers using Seeing Essential
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English and Signing Exact English. These percentages, by question type,

were much lower (i.e. 57%, 50%, and 33%) for teachers using Signed/

Manual English and Pidgin Signed English. In addition, the signed

question marker was used to make unmarked questions comprehensible to

students who could not hear the teacher's intonation only in 32% of all

samples. Hearing-impaired children, many of whom do not have an age-

appropriate grasp of the English language, also may not realize that Wh-

words and inverted word order signal questions. Therefore, teachers

should be careful to make question forms comprehensible to students.

Goals can be set by teachers to completely say, or say and sign, questions

(and use the signed question marker as appropriate) with language-

delayed students.

Question prompts (adapted from Moeller and McConkey, 1984) can help

language-delayed students understand the nature of the question being

asked and can be used in conjunction with Bloom's cognitive taxonomy

(Bloom & Krathwohl, 1977). These prompts appear in Table 1 and provide

teachers with alternatives to repeating questions numerous times and

finally telling students the answer.

Insert Table 1 about here

Standard focusing phrase with repetition. Sometimes a teacher asks
a student a question the student does not realize that an answer is
expected. This prompt calls attention to the demands of the
situation and is analogous to a "listening set" in auditory
training. You are overtly saying, "listen to my question."

Exaggeration of the interrogative. In this category you use the
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relevant question word at a place in the interrogative where it can
be emphasized.

Multiple choice. If a student cannot answer your question, it may
be helpful to provide a doze set of possible answers. We suggest
that you give at least three different answers for selection. Also
be careful to randomly alter the placement of the correct response
so the student does not depend on it's location (e.g., always the
last choice) as a clue.

Releyant comparison. In using the strategy of relevant comparison
you provide the student with part of a possible listing of
information that is needed to answer your question. The
information you provide should not always be accurate.

Visualization. Visualizations can link content to verbal (signed
or spoken) description. A visualization provides a student with a
cognitive crutch with which to discuss the desired information.

Model wiih related content. A model provides students with the
grammatical form of an answer so that they can concentrate on the
content of what is being discussed. If a student does not answer a
question or answers it incorrectly, you can ask an adult or another
student the same question. After a model of the desired answer has
been given, ask the first student a similar question, one that uses
the same grammatical form, but which is about slightly different
content.

Analogous example. When a student cannot respond to your question,
it may be helpful to provide him/her with an analogous situation.
This prompt gives the student an opportunity to think about a
concept or process without being told the very information you are
trying to ascertain.

These prompts have proven helpful in teaching hearing-impaired students

of all ages and who possess various degrees of hearing loss. Educators

are encouraged to set a goal for themselves to incorporate at least

three of these prompts into each lesson.

2. Teachers should ask questions in a pace and manner that

provides opportunities for students to practice cognitive operations.

Allowing the student ample time to respond, having them paraphrase other
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students' questions, and having students discuss, form, and ask

questions to peers about academic material have been suggested as

strategies that increase hearing students' question comprehension

(Barry, 1987).

Significant adults can use the prompts to ask both closed and open

questions. Closed questions have a specific answer; open questions

could have many answers. Teachers should be cognizant of asking

questions of older students which require them to evaluate, judge,

synthesize, predict, etc. (the higher Bloom and Krathwohl, 1977,

skills). For example, a teacher might ask a student to compare the

Civil War with World War I using a visualization. The student might use

descriptions that compare the two events or descriptions that contrast

the two events. But to require the student to encode more complex

meanings, the teacher might then ask the student to make a prediction

about a future war or evaluate what was beneficial about the two wars

being reviewed. This open-ended question will stimulate the use of

connectives such as "and," "because," and "but." The use of open-ended

questions provide opportunities for students to use more complex

language (Bloom & whey, 1978).

An example of how these strategies might be used to encourage

hearing impaired students to find relationships, make inferences, and

draw conclusions (i.e., synthesis) appears in Table 2. Educators are

encouraged to set a goal for themselves to ask one cognitive')

challenging question of each student during each lesson.
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Insert Table 2 about here

3. Cognitively challenging questions can be task analyzed by using

a language proficiency matrix described by Cummins (1984). This matrix

consists of two continua that intersect, forming four quadrants. The

continuum of context moves from left to right; the continuum of

cognition moves from bottom to top. In Table 3, the cognitive taxonomy

Insert Table 3 about here

of Bloom and Krathwohl (1977) has been placed on this vertical axis. A

similar, helpful summary of questio4 levels appears in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here

Research by author has indicated the classroom teachers (and

parents, as well) often ask questions which can be characterized as

context embedded, cognitively undemanding (e.g. What's this? Do you

need a pencil?). Yet, the importance of asking context-reduced,

cognitive-demanding questions has been linked to literacy and success by

Aschner (1961) Frager (1986) Hyman (1979) Winne (1977) McNamara (1981).

Educators are encouraged to set a goal for temselves to use the Cummins

model to task analyze their questions to students and be systematic in

their use of various forms

By setting goals for themselves as question-askers, teachers (and

parents) may be able to change how well and how often language-impaired
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children answer their questions. Longer conversations and confidence

that students understand targeted concepts could be the outcome of this

effort.
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Table 2

king the question prompt strategies tg increase students ability to
synthesize information

Standard focusing:

Exaggeration of
the interrogative:

Visualization:

brick

Listen to the question: Why was the pig who built
the brick house rewarded for his hard work?

Tell me a
Mow could

new
!Ig:2 Pr!htgyPigs" different way?

Which materials would make good houses?

will keep
easy to can build in dangerous can have
locate short time animals out fireplace

straw

sticks

concrete

snow

Model with
related content:

Hannah, what kind of house do you think the pig
with the straw house will build next time? No
response. Ask Breeze the same question and get
correct answer. Hannah, what kind of house do
you think the pig with the stick house will
build next time?

Analogous example: Valerie, brick kept the wolf out. What do you
think about a cement house? Would that work as
well as brick for the pigs?

9
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Table 3

Context And cognitive requirements of question comprehension.

Context
Embedded,

Cognitively Demanding

Judge
Value
Defend

Broad: Justif ed choice
Predic
Hypoth -size

Infer
Recons ruct

Ex lai

State
Compar

Define
Narrow: Name

Designa e
Recall

Identif /Observe
Yes/No

lationship
Contrast

Cognitively Undemanding

10
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Table 4

Summary of Question Levels

Question Level Brief Description Key Words

Memory

Translation

Interpretation

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Recall or recognition of facts

Change information into another
symbolic form

Discover relationships

Solve life-like problems using
known information (only one
answer is correct)

Give reasons based on parts

Use imagination to solve the
problem

Establish standards and
determine how ideas meet them

Who, what, where,
How many
Is, are, were
Why

Retell
Draw a picture

Compare/contrast
What reason/evidence
Describe
Rearrange events

What would happen if
What other reasons
What would you do if
Compute . . .

How does . . . affect

What will happen
What is the purpose
Find evidence
Why
Conclude

What would you do if
Pretend
What ways might
Develop a story
Hypothesize

Should
Justify your choice
Do you agree . . . Why

Adapted from Meehan, 1970


